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Individual Variation in the Duration of Territory Occupation by Males of the Dragonfly *Perithemis tenera* (Odonata: Libellulidae)

PAUL V. SWITZER

Department of Biological Sciences, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920


ABSTRACT  In the dragonfly *Perithemis tenera* Say, males defend territories around oviposition sites and defense of a site is critical for reproductive success. This study first demonstrated that individual males varied consistently in how long they defended a particular territory within a day (their “tenure”) and in the quality of the sites they defended. I then investigated a number of factors that may have affected territory tenure and may have led to the observed variation among males. Territory occupations that ended “voluntarily” were significantly longer than those that ended because the male was evicted from his territory. For voluntary desertions, tenure duration was unrelated to age, wing length, the amount of time the male fought that day, or site quality. However, tenure durations were longer for males that arrived earlier in the day than for those that arrived later, and consistent differences existed among males in arrival time. Furthermore, tenure durations were longer when males had successfully mated than when they did not mate; available evidence suggests that this pattern may be because mating success causes them to stay longer. Thus, the results suggest that the problem of explaining tenure duration in *P. tenera* can be largely broken down into identifying factors that affect a male’s likelihood of being evicted and his relative arrival time. Overall, males that defended better sites and males that had longer wings were territorial for fewer total days. Of these two factors, site quality seems to have a larger effect than wing length on the number of days, suggesting that males may incur an increased cost by defending sites that are more attractive to other males.
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For mating territories, the reproductive success of the resident may be affected by factors such as the size and quality of its territory, how long it is territorial within a day (i.e., its within-day tenure), and how many days or years it is territorial (i.e., its competitive longevity) (e.g., Tsubaki and Ono 1986; Koenig 1990, Arnould and Duck 1987). These factors may interact with one another. For instance, if individuals can change territories and variation exists in the quality of available territories, individuals may be expected to spend longer on relatively high quality areas than on lower quality areas (Ueda 1994). However, if these high quality sites are limited, competition for the better sites may occur (Pezalla 1979, Tsubaki and Ono 1986, Alcock 1987, Alcock and O’Neill 1987). This competition could lead to an inverse relationship between site quality and tenure, if fighting results in lowered energetic reserves or evictions (Campanella and Wolf 1974; Alcock 1993, 2000). Alternatively, if only individuals who are the better fighters occupy the better territories (Maynard Smith 1982), territory tenure may be positively related to site quality, because those residents of high quality territories are more likely to win fights (Alcock 1993). In this latter case, we may see some measure of fighting ability (e.g., body size) correlated with tenure (Alcock 2000). Thus, the effect of site quality on territory tenure is far from straightforward. Surprisingly, however, although many studies have investigated the relationship between site quality and competition (e.g., Pezalla 1979, Severinghaus et al. 1981, Tsubaki and Ono 1986, Alcock 1987, Alcock and O’Neill 1987), relatively few studies have examined in detail how site quality or other factors affect within-day territory tenure (but see Alcock 1989a, Koenig 1990, Ueda 1994, Dunham 1998, Wolf et al. 1997).

Dragonflies (order Odonata) provide an excellent opportunity for studies on territory tenure. Many species are territorial, and their breeding behavior is well studied (reviewed in Fitzpatrick and Wellington 1983, Parr 1983, Thornhill and Alcock 1983, Corbet 1999). Individuals of many species can be readily marked and observed, and they conduct much of their breeding behavior in relatively conspicuous sites (e.g., pond edges). In addition, considerable variation exists among dragonfly species in the duration of territory tenure (reviewed in Alcock 1989a). Furthermore, studies on dragonflies represent a large proportion of the relatively small number of studies specifically looking at factors that might affect territorial tenure.

For most dragonflies, changes in resource (e.g., oviposition site) quality during a male’s territory tenure either may be negligible or may be difficult to quantify. Thus, traditional approaches used for determining patch residence time by foraging animals (which generally assume a decreasing marginal return with residence time) although successfully used in some studies of reproductive behavior (e.g., Parker 1978), do not readily apply (Krebs et al. 1974, Charnov 1976, Uédá 1994, Wolf et al. 1997). An alternative approach is to assume that the site quality is not affected appreciably by tenure length and examine how characteristics of the territory resident, the quality of the habitat, competition for territories, and specific experiences (e.g., matings, predation attempts) affect that tenure (e.g., Koenig 1990, Wolf et al. 1997).

In this study, I investigated the factors affecting territory tenure in the amberwing dragonfly Perithemis tenera Say. Male P. tenera occupy slow-moving or still water over much of eastern North America (Needham and Westfall 1954; Dunkle 1989). Males arrive at the breeding site in the morning and leave the site in the evening, and females arrive periodically throughout the day (Jacobs 1955, Switzer 1995). Males defend small territories around discrete oviposition sites, such as sticks or clumps of algae (Jacobs 1955, Switzer 1997a, 1997b). A male’s reproductive lifespan is ≈1 wk (Switzer 1997a). When defending a site, residents approach intruding males, and these pursuits occasionally lead to prolonged interactions between the males (Jacobs 1955, Switzer and Eason 2000, Schultz and Switzer 2001). Females arrive briefly at the water to mate and oviposit; when a male detects a female, he flies out to her and brings her back to his oviposition site. After copulation, a male hover guards the female from other males, while she oviposits (Jacobs 1955, Switzer and Schultz 2000). Males prefer to defend higher quality locations (defined by average mating rate); individuals are more likely to return to high quality sites the following day, and better sites are occupied more frequently and fought for more intensely (Switzer 1995, 1997a). The age, but not size, of the individual is correlated with the outcome of a contest: older males tend to lose to younger males (Switzer 1995). Finally, a male is more likely to return to a previously occupied site the next day (i.e., be site-faithful) if he was successful at obtaining matings at the site the day before (Switzer 1997a, 1997b). Thus, site quality, as well as some characteristics intrinsic to a male, are related to competitive ability and site choice between days.

Previous studies on the territorial behavior of P. tenera have focused on male territory fidelity (Switzer 1997a, 1997b), cues related to intruder detection and species recognition (Jacobs 1955, Switzer and Eason 2000, Schultz and Switzer 2001), patterns of pond occupation and competition for territories (Jacobs 1955, Switzer 2002), and factors related to the outcome of male-male interactions (P.V.S., unpublished data). In this study, my specific goals were to investigate factors (i.e., site quality, evictions, body size, age, arrival time and mating success) potentially affecting a male’s within-day territory tenure and his competitive longevity (i.e., the number of days he was territorial).

Materials and Methods

This study was conducted on a small pond ( ≈0.25 ha) in east-central Kansas, U.S.A., in June and July 1992. The perimeter of the pond was marked every meter with surveyor’s flags to facilitate recording locations. Individual males were captured and marked on their right forewing with a permanent marker and could thus be identified without recapture by using binoculars. The right forewing was also measured with calipers (to the nearest 0.01 mm) for some males as an indicator of overall body size. Males territorial at the study pond were not territorial at other ponds in the area (Switzer 1995); thus, I could accurately follow a male’s territorial history by focusing on just one pond. Because males were being marked daily throughout the study period, I was able to use the number of days since marking as a measure of relative, but not absolute, age (see also Switzer 1997a, 1997b).

To gather data on male locations and behaviors, I conducted instantaneous scan samples (at ≈2-min intervals) for the entire time that males were present on the pond each day. For each sample, I recorded any newly present individuals, changes in the location of previous residents, fights, and matings. The scan interval was shorter than most mating sequences (unpublished data) and male-male territorial contests (P.V.S., unpublished data); although more brief matings and fights may have occasionally been missed, these omissions would not have been biased toward any particular location of the pond or any particular male (and therefore would not affect relative mating rates, see below). From these data, I could calculate the duration that an individual defended a particular oviposition site, the duration and outcome of the fights, whether an individual mated, the number of matings that occurred in particular areas, and the maximum number of males present on the pond during the day. During the study period, the maximum number of territorial males present at one time for a day averaged 14.

Because territory boundaries were not distinct and were not necessarily consistent either within or between days, I divided the perimeter of the pond into three m sections for my analyses of territory quality; 3 m represents the approximate territory size for a male P. tenera (Jacobs 1955, Switzer 1997a). I defined site quality as the number of matings that occurred per minute that a particular section of pond was occupied over the entire study (Switzer 1997a). The sections were ranked from highest to lowest based on mating rate, and a male’s section was defined by the location of his oviposition site (Switzer 1997a). Many potential oviposition sites may exist within a male’s territory, but males only bring females to a single site. That is, the
other sites within the territory are defended from other males only as a consequence of defending space around their one oviposition site. Other aspects of male *P. tenera* habitat selection and territorial behavior (e.g., site fidelity, frequency and order of territory occupation, competition for sites) are related to mating rate in a way that is consistent with this measure (i.e., mating rate) being correlated with the quality of the territory (Switzer 1997a, 2002).

Analyses required some operational definitions of particular behaviors. Territory tenure was the length of continuous time an individual spent at a particular territory divided by the total time ≥ 1 male was present on the pond that day. This calculation yielded a proportion of the total day that the male occupied that territory and thus controlled for potential tenure differences among days (e.g., due to weather; Jacobs 1955, Switzer 2002). Second, I categorized the cause of the territory desertion as due to an eviction (i.e., territory departure immediately following an interaction with another male) or to a voluntary desertion (i.e., territory departure without an eviction being observed and no new male immediately present on the territory after the individual departed) (Switzer 1997a). Because almost all evictions followed escalated contests and because these escalated contests lasted >20 min on average (P.V.S., unpublished data), it is unlikely that the cause of territory desertions was categorized incorrectly. Third, I calculated the total amount of time a male spent fighting other males (i.e., relatively extended interactions with intruders, rather than chases after passing males or brief neighbor interactions) as a possible correlate of energy reserves. All else being equal, the amount of time spent fighting may correspond to the amount of energy a male has left (Marden and Waage 1990, Plaistow and Siva-Jothy 1996, Dunham 1998). However, because males may start their tenures with different energy levels, conservative conclusions will focus on the amount of time spent interacting rather than energy (Koenig 1990). Because determinates of fight outcome will be presented elsewhere and because evictions are obviously related to fighting, the analyses of fight time used only voluntary desertions. Note that residents may have fought during their tenure without a fight being the cause of their desertion.

Some analyses examine the effect of arrival time. Because arrival time tends to be affected by temperature (Switzer 2002), my measure of arrival time was relative to when the pond was first occupied by a male. Specifically, I determined the length of time the pond was occupied on a given day (i.e., the time the first male arrived to the time when the last male left), determined the latency between the first male’s arrival and the arrival of the male of interest, and then divided the latency by the total time the pond was occupied. For example, if the pond was occupied by *P. tenera* males for 4 h on a particular day, and the male of interest arrived 1 h after the first male arrived, this male’s time of arrival would be 0.25 for that day. *Perithemis tenera* reproductive behavior is affected by weather conditions (Jacobs 1955; Switzer in press).

Accordingly, I recorded the ambient temperature once every hour during the time that *P. tenera* occupied the pond. I then examined whether the maximum temperature recorded within a day affected a male’s tenure and arrival.

The overall data set included multiple samples for many males (e.g., multiple territories within a day and multiple days); I took this into account in several ways during analyses. When investigating individual variation among males in tenure, site quality, and arrival time, I included only those males that had data from at least four different days, to maintain sufficient sample size for each male for analysis by Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analysis of variance (ANOVA). Some analyses tested for correlations within males. Because the number of observations (e.g., days) for a male tended to be small (and thus statistical significance difficult to achieve), I conducted a meta-analysis on individual correlations that examined overall patterns among the males (i.e., how many of the correlations for individual males were positive versus negative) regardless of their individual, statistical significance (e.g., Tsubaki and Ono 1987, Switzer and Eason 2000). When possible, to avoid pooling I used only used one sample per male; the datum chosen was either the first appropriate observation for the analysis (e.g., first tenure that ended voluntarily) to standardize the choice of observations among males, or the average for a male (e.g., average section rank) if using the overall average. When examining whether age affected tenure, I used the longest tenure for a particular day.

Means ± SE are reported and nonparametric statistics take tied values into account where appropriate. Sample sizes differ among analyses due to different numbers of males and/or observations having the appropriate characteristics for a given analysis.

**Results**

**Individual Variation in Territory Tenure.** Individual males defended one or more territories for a total time per day of 209.9 ± 6.7 min, or 49.1 ± 1.4% of the time the pond was occupied on a given day (*n* = 264 male-days for 54 males) and averaged 1.2 ± 0.03 territories defended per day. On a particular territory, a male averaged 174.7 ± 6.0 min or 40.8 ± 1.4% of the time the pond was occupied in a given day (*n* = 316 occupations). Using one tenure per male, the tenures for males that were evicted were considerably shorter than tenures ended voluntarily (Fig. 1; eviction ended: 24 ± 3% of the day, *n* = 15; voluntarily ended: 52 ± 4%, *n* = 37; Mann-Whitney, *U* = 72.5; *z* = 4.1; *P* < 0.0001). Because of the major difference between tenures terminated voluntarily or by an eviction, the rest of the analyses distinguish between the two categories.

Variation existed among males in the proportion of the day they occupied the pond (for all days: Kruskal-Wallis; *H* = 46.4, df = 29, *P* = 0.021; for only days in
Effect of Intrinsic Characteristics on Territory Tenure. To investigate potential body size relationships, I compared the length of a male’s wing (18.2 ± 0.093 mm for this n = 27 sample) to his tenure. Male wing length was not related significantly to the average amount of total time he was territorial on the pond within a day (n = 27, τ = 0.18, z = 1.74, P = 0.082) or his average tenure on a particular territory (all tenures: n = 27, τ = 0.12, z = 0.56, P = 0.39; voluntarily departures only n = 27, τ = 0.057, z = 0.40, P = 0.69).

With respect to age, males averaged a maximum of 6.4 ± 0.6 d after marking (n = 53; range, 1–21 d). When data from all males were pooled, territory tenure was not correlated significantly with age for tenures terminated either voluntarily (n = 203; τ = 0.01, z = 0.21, P = 0.83) or by an eviction (n = 113; τ = 0.−0.069, z = 1.1, P = 0.28). Because individuals may differ in how tenure is affected by age, I examined the correlation between age and territory tenure for each male and scored the proportion of these correlations that were either positive or negative. No significant pattern was present within males for either voluntary departures (10/26 males had positive correlations between age and tenure; sign test P > 0.20) or eviction departures (9/20 positive correlations; sign test P > 0.50). Likewise, the total amount of time a male defended any territory on the pond did not vary with age, either when all males were pooled (all days: n = 262; τ = 0.001, z = 0.027, P = 0.98; only days in which the male departed at least one territory voluntarily: n = 164; τ = 0.025, z = 0.48, P = 0.63) or males were analyzed individually (17/45 males had positive correlations between total time and age; sign test, P > 0.20). Therefore, although males differed in the total time they occupied the pond and the time they spent at a particular territory, these values did not consistently change as they aged.

I also investigated whether the amount of time a male spent fighting that day affected his tenure. Males averaged 10.3 ± 2.8 min (n = 45) of fighting during their tenure before leaving a territory voluntarily (range, 0–70 min). Using these voluntarily-terminated tenures, I found no correlation between the amount of time a male spent fighting before leaving his territory and his tenure (n = 45; τ = −0.058, z = 0.70, P = 0.49).

Furthermore, I examined whether a male’s time of arrival was related to his tenure. Consistent differences existed among males in when they began defending territories on the pond (H = 60.6, df = 29, P = 0.0003). For tenures that ended voluntarily, males that arrived earlier tended to have longer tenures (Fig. 2;
n = 45; Kendall’s τ, τ = −0.41, z = 3.93, P < 0.0001); no significant pattern existed for tenures that ended by eviction (n = 15; τ = 0.048, z = 0.25, P = 0.80). For those males that had both voluntary departures and eviction departures (i.e., for their first tenures on different days), average arrival time tended to be relatively earlier in the day for those days in which they were evicted from their first territory (n = 27; eviction arrival = 0.18 ± 0.020; voluntary arrival = 0.24 ± 0.022; Wilcoxon signed rank test, T = 85, P = 0.02). A male’s average arrival time was not significantly correlated with his wing length (n = 33; τ = −0.036, z = 0.30, P = 0.77), nor did a male consistently change his arrival time as he became older (22/44 males had positive correlations between age and arrival time; sign test, P > 0.5). In general, most males tended to arrive well before most females arrived (Fig. 3). Relative arrival time was not affected by temperature (voluntary departures; n = 45; τ = −0.05, z = 0.47, P = 0.64).

Finally, I examined whether a male’s mating experience (i.e., whether he had successfully mated on the territory that day) affected his tenure. I performed a within-male analysis on those males who had both tenures with a mating and tenures without a mating (using all territory tenures for all days). Including only voluntary desertions, an individual’s tenure was relatively longer if he had a mating versus if he did not (mean difference = 0.15 ± 0.032; n = 24; Wilcoxon signed rank test; T = 23; P = 0.0003). This difference remained significant if only those days were included during which the individual occupied a single territory (i.e., one tenure represented the entire territorial occupation period for that male) (mean difference = 0.095 ± 0.035; n = 23; T = 52.5; P = 0.009). Therefore, either males stayed longer because they had a mating or they had a mating because they stayed longer. To try to tease these two possibilities apart, I calculated whether males that arrived earlier tended to have longer tenures (see above), tenures resulting in a mating did not tend to occur from earlier arrivals, on average, than those that did not result in a mating (mean arrival time difference, mating − non-mating = −0.001; n = 24; T = 147.5, P = 0.94).

Characteristics Related to Male Competitive Longevity. The number of days a male was territorial (i.e., his competitive lifespan) was examined with respect to average total time per day he was territorial, his average territory tenure, his average site quality, and his wing length. Males were territorial for an average of 5.3 ± 0.64 d (n = 44). Competitive lifespan was not significantly correlated with the average total time per day he was territorial (n = 44, τ = 0.18, z = 1.74, P = 0.082) or his average territorial tenure over his lifetime (all tenures: n = 44, τ = 0.12, z = 1.10, P = 0.27; voluntary departures only: n = 41, τ = 0.17, z = 1.59, P = 0.11).

Males consistently differed in the quality of the territories they tended to defend during their lifespan (H = 59.3, df = 30, P = 0.001). Although highly variable, the average quality of a male’s territory was negatively correlated with the number of days he was territorial (Fig. 4: n = 42, τ = −0.22, z = 2.08, P =
was not significant (t = 0.55), indicating that males who, on average, defended better territories tended to defend territories on fewer days. Furthermore, there was a borderline trend for males with longer wings to defend territories for fewer days (n = 27, \( t = -0.26, z = 1.93, P = 0.053 \)). Wing length and average site quality, however, were not correlated, (n = 27, \( t = -0.084, z = 0.59, P = 0.56 \)), and a multiple regression analysis that included both wing length and average site quality suggested that site quality explains more variation in the number of days a male defended a territory (Adjusted \( R^2 = 0.13; F = 2.8; df = 2.24; P = 0.08; \beta_{site quality} = -0.41, t = 2.15, P = 0.043; \beta_{wing length} = -2.69, t = 1.34, P = 0.19 \)).

One possible explanation for the reduced longevity of males defending better sites is that these males had to fight more. To investigate this possibility, I compared the average quality of a male’s territory with the average amount of time he spent fighting per territorial day; the correlation between these two variables was not significant (n = 44, \( t = -0.064, z = 0.60, P = 0.55 \)). Thus, on average, males that occupied better territories did not fight proportionately more than males that defended poorer territories.

Discussion

On average, a male P. tenera defended a single territory per day for approximately half of the time the pond was occupied. Interestingly, individual males varied in the amount of time they spent at a particular territory and the amount of time they spent on the pond within a day. Other studies on odonates have also found consistent, individual variation in tenure (e.g., Koenig 1990, Wolf et al. 1997). Below, I will first discuss the evidence for causes of differences in territory tenure in P. tenera, relate these results to other studies of tenure in odonates, and then examine the possible explanations for the observed differences in the number of days a male was territorial.

Factors Affecting Tenure. Not surprisingly, evictions resulted in shorter tenures on average. This result is consistent with Alcock’s (Alcock 1989a) observations that males of the dragonfly Brechmorhoga pertinax (Hagen) often left after brief interactions with other males and the observation that evictions play an important role in territory turnover for many insects (Alcock 1993). Evictions were also responsible for terminating tenure in other odonates, such as Plathemis lydia Drury (Campanella and Wolf 1974), Nannophya pygmaea Rambur (Tsubaki and Ono 1986), and Faltothemis lineatipes Karsch (Alcock 1987b, 1989b). The result, however, contrasts with Wolf et al.’s (1997) finding that evictions were not a major factor influencing the territory tenure of the dragonfly Leucorrhinia intacta Hagen. One possible explanation for the difference in the effect of evictions for L. intacta and P. tenera is that L. intacta frequently change sites within a day (Wolf et al. 1997), while P. tenera typically only defended one territory each day (see also Jacobs 1955). The probable consequence of frequent site shifts is that sites will frequently become open, lowering the value to fighting for any particular location. In contrast, in P. tenera, if the site is occupied then it is likely to be occupied for most of the day, making it less likely that it will be available without a fight. Superficially, the behavior of B. pertinax appears not to support this “site limitation hypothesis” for the importance of evictions. Male B. pertinax only briefly occupy a location before leaving a site (≈30 min), even if not evicted (Alcock 1989a). The interactions that lead to their leaving, though, are relatively short, with the maximum duration of ≈2 min. Thus, like L. intacta but unlike P. tenera, B. pertinax change sites frequently and do not have extended contests for territories. This suggests that site limitation is not a major factor governing the behavior of either L. intacta or B. pertinax.

Therefore, part of solving the puzzle of tenure duration is determining why males get evicted. For P. tenera, residents tend to lose territory contests when they are older than the intruder and when they have fought relatively more than the intruder (P.V.S., unpublished data). Therefore, a male’s territory tenure is partially determined by who attempts to takeover his territory. However, although evictions affected tenure in P. tenera, there was little evidence that the amount of competition for territories on the pond (i.e., the number of males) affected the likelihood of eviction. Density was also found to be unrelated to tenure in the odonates Cercion c. calamorum Ris (Uéda 1994) and L. intacta (Wolf et al. 1997) but did affect tenure in Pachydiplax longipennis Burmeister (Dunham 1998).

Even with voluntarily ended tenures, other studies on territorial odonates have found that the number or intensity of interactions with other males is negatively correlated with tenure, likely as a result of energy depletion (e.g., Koenig 1990, Dunham 1998). Site quality also has been shown to be negatively correlated
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**Figure 4.** Number of days a male P. tenera was territorial as related to the average rank of the section he occupied (n = 42); higher ranking sections had higher mating rates over the season. The line represents a simple linear fit to the data.
with tenure perhaps because of increased interactions with other males (Koenig 1990; but see Ueda 1994, Wolf et al. 1997). In an experimental study, Dunham (1998) manipulated energy levels in P. longipennis by supplemental feeding and found that males that were supplementally fed had higher fat levels and longer tenures. In P. tenera, neither the amount of time spent fighting that day (a possible correlate for energy levels; Koenig 1990, Dunham 1998) nor site quality was related to tenure for occupations ended voluntarily, even though more fighting occurs on higher quality sites (Switzer 2002) and males that have fought more in a particular day are more likely to lose escalated interactions (P.V.S., unpublished data). Without assessing actual fat levels (e.g., Marden and Waage 1990, Plaistow and Siva-Jothy 1996, Dunham 1998); however, one cannot conclusively discount the role of energy limitation in determining tenure duration.

I found no evidence that measurable characteristics of individual males, in particular size and age, affected their tenure on a territory or the total time they spent on the pond. Size was not related to daily tenure in the dragonfly Orthetrum japonicum (Kasuya et al. 1997) but was related in P. lydia (Koenig and Albano 1985). For P. tenera, the lack of a size effect is not surprising; they have noncontact fights (Jacobs 1955, Switzer 1995, Switzer and Schultz 2000), and body size is not correlated with an individual’s ability to win these fights (P.V.S., unpublished data). Age, however, is related to competitive ability and site fidelity, with older males being less likely to win fights but more likely to return to the same territory the next day (Switzer 1997a; P.V.S., unpublished data). In addition, in other territorial odonates, older individuals have lower energy reserves (Marden and Waage 1990, Marden and Rollins 1994, Plaistow and Siva-Jothy 1996). Thus, it is interesting that age is not correlated with tenure, and the explanation for this result is not immediately apparent. One possibility that an interaction exists between age and site quality (e.g., that older individuals tend to defend poor quality sites resulting in the age effect disappearing) can be rejected; older individuals that can still defend a territory do not defend sites of decreasing quality as they age (Switzer 1997a). No other odonate studies have investigated whether size or age affects within-day tenure, so the generality of the results from P. tenera for these characteristics is unknown.

Other than evictions, the clearest factor affecting a male’s tenure was his relative time of arrival at the pond; later arriving males had shorter tenures. Therefore, for voluntary departures, the answer for why a male had a tenure of a certain length might be the same answer as for why he arrived on the pond at a certain time. In other odonates, relative arrival time has been suggested to relate tradeoffs between energy levels, competition for territories, and the opportunity for mating (e.g., Koenig and Albano 1985, Poethke and Kaiser 1985, Alcock 1987). For P. tenera, male and female arrival is generally correlated, with females tending to begin arriving ≈1 h after males arrive and stop arriving ≈1 h before males leave the pond (P.V.S., unpublished data). Almost all males, however, arrived at the pond well before most females arrived, and female arrival was generally consistent for a relatively long period of time (Fig. 3). Therefore, it is not as if the differences among males in arrival time and tenure reflected some males arriving before, some during, and some after the peak time of female arrival. Thus, if female arrival pattern was responsible for the consistent differences in arrival among males, males must have “fine-tuned” how much earlier they arrived than females based on characteristics, such as their physiological condition, competitive abilities, and prior residency status.

Temperature also affects arrival time in P. tenera; breeding sites are occupied earlier and for longer on relatively warmer days (Switzer 2002). Furthermore, this study showed that temperature affected the absolute amount of time a male stayed on a territory, presumably by affecting the total amount of time the temperature was sufficient for occupying the pond (Switzer 2002). But, because I used relative, rather than absolute, arrival time and tenure, I can rule out the possibility that either the arrival time—tenure or the temperature—tenure relationship was caused by temperature or other weather factors. Indeed, no correlation existed between relative arrival time or relative tenure and the maximum temperature that day. However, differences in energy levels or thermoregulatory abilities among males may lead to variation in arrival times. In this study, two potential correlates of energetic or thermoregulatory differences, age and body size, were not significantly related to arrival time for P. tenera. Finally, because adult male P. tenera rarely forage on the pond, their energy gain would be primarily limited to the periods before and/or after their territory tenure. Consequently, it would be interesting to examine whether different arrival times reflect (or lead to) variation in foraging behavior.

Lastly, a male’s mating success may have also affected his tenure. On average, a male stayed longer on territories when he had a mating than when he did not have a mating. Whether mating success was a cause or a consequence of longer tenures remains unclear, but because matings tended to occur relatively early in the male’s tenure, it seems unlikely that mating success was simply a consequence of longer tenures. Wolf et al. (1997) found that L. intacta tenures were also positively related to mating success but concluded that this was likely due to males with longer tenures being more likely to mate. Dunham (1998) found no effect of female presence on tenure, and Koenig (1990) found a negative correlation between tenure and mating rate, Koenig (1990) suggested that the negative correlation might have been caused by the negative relationship between site quality and tenure in P. lydia (discussed above). To properly determine the causality between mating success and tenure, one would need to manipulate mating success experimentally and examine the resulting tenure. Switzer (1997b), manipulated mating success in P. tenera for a different purpose: to examine the effect of mating success on the likelihood of returning to the same
territory the next day. In that study, males that did not mate had shorter tenures, on average, than males that did mate, but the tenures were highly variable, and the difference was not statistically significant. However, I cannot rule out the possibility that the mating success—tenure correlation found in this study is an artifact of the methods used to collect data. It is possible that on rare occasions, some matings were missed for some males. Given that a male was successfully mating, the longer his tenure, the less likely it would have been that I would have missed all of his matings and have recorded him as “not mating.” Consequently, missed matings for short-tenured males may have resulted in a spurious, positive correlation between mating success and tenure.

Overall, the strongest factors related to the tenure of a male P. tenera were evictions and arrival time. The role of external disturbances, such as predation events or genetic predispositions to certain tenure durations (Wolf et al. 1997), could not be tested with my data. However, I did observe one male shift locations after a failed predation attempt by a fish, and very early in their tenure (e.g., during the settlement process) males seem particularly sensitive to disturbance from predators or humans (Jacobs 1955). But once established on a territory, male P. tenera will return to the same location even after repeatedly being disturbed by (unsuccessful) capture attempts with a net. Furthermore, most of the time I did observe a male leaving his territory, it was either due to a male getting evicted or a male simply flying away from his territory and off the pond for the day. Therefore, it seems unlikely that external disturbances account for a large proportion of tenure departures.

Factors Affecting Competitive Lifespan. Although body size and site quality were unrelated to a male’s tenure within a day, both of these factors were negatively correlated with the number of days a male defended a territory on the pond. In contrast, size was positively correlated with competitive lifespan in the dragonfly Nannophya pygmaea Rambur (Tsubaki and Ono 1987). In P. tenera, the inverse relationship between site quality and competitive lifespan appeared to be stronger than that between size and competitive lifespan. At least two possible explanations exist for the negative correlation between site quality and competitive lifespan. First, a competitive trade-off may exist, with males that occupy higher quality territories having to fight more and thus, although perhaps achieving higher mating success, having shorter lifespans (Alcock 1993, 2000). In P. tenera, however, the average territory quality for a male was not significantly correlated with the average amount of time they spent fighting, even though, in general, more fighting occurs at higher quality sites and higher quality sites were more likely to have escalated fights (Switzer 2002). But, as for within-day tenure (see above), I am unable to rule out possible energy limitation without information on fat content and rates of change of fat content of males on territories of varying quality. Second, the relationship between site quality and competitive lifespan may have been a consequence of males being less competitive as they age (e.g., Forsyth and Montgomerie 1987, Tsubaki and Ono 1987) and therefore only able to defend lower quality territories when they were older. Consequently, the average quality of a male’s territory would decrease the longer he was alive and territorial on the pond. In P. tenera, male competitive ability is negatively related to age (P.V.S., unpublished data), but males do not tend to defend lower quality territories when they are older (Switzer 1997a). Thus, although the correlation between site quality and competitive lifespan may accurately reflect a trade-off between territory quality and competition, the actual cause of this pattern remains elusive.
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